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Figure 1: A sample of sketches merged by participants of our study. The two sketches to the left were the inputs to the participants,
and the four sketches within the curly braces were created by merging components of these two source sketches. The source and
merge sketches are colored post-hoc to indicate the components that were used in the merge. The sketches are labelled by coders
to indicate the kinds of cognitive operations (defined in this paper) used in each of the merged sketches.

A BSTRACT
Despite its grounding in creativity techniques, merging multiple
source sketches to create new ideas has received scant attention in
design literature. In this paper, we identify the physical operations
that in merging sketch components. We also introduce cognitive
operations of reuse, repurpose, refactor, and reinterpret, and explore their relevance to creative design. To examine the relationship
of cognitive operations, physical techniques, and creative sketch
outcomes, we conducted a qualitative user study where student designers merged existing sketches to generate either an alternative
design, or an unrelated new design. We compared two digital selection techniques: freeform selection, and a stroke-cluster-based
“object select” technique. The resulting merge sketches were subjected to crowdsourced evaluation of these sketches, and manual
coding for the use of cognitive operations. Our findings establish
a firm connection between the proposed cognitive operations and
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the context and outcome of creative tasks. Key findings indicate that
reinterpret cognitive operations correlate strongly with creativity in
merged sketches, while reuse operations correlate negatively with
creativity. Furthermore, freeform selection techniques are preferred
significantly by designers. We discuss the empirical contributions
of understanding the use of cognitive operations during design exploration, and the practical implications for designing interfaces in
digital tools that facilitate creativity in merging sketches.
Index Terms: H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]:
User Interfaces—Interaction Styles; I.3.6 [Computer Graphics]:
Methodology and Techniques—Interaction Techniques
1

I NTRODUCTION

The act of designing is often characterized as a combination of divergent and convergent thinking [26]. Divergent or creative thinking
involves the generation of several ideas that address the design problem at hand, while convergent or analytical thinking involves the
evaluation of these ideas to choose the best candidates. A sound design practice invovles multiple iterations of divergent and convergent
processes until a satisfactory solution is found. Designers often draw
from existing sources of inspiration when generating ideas or synthesizing variations. Several techniques have been proposed for aiding
divergent thinking by drawing inspiration from one’s surroundings
and making connections between them [19], or combining or modifying parts of existing ideas [22]. Such techniques help reframe the
design problem and use existing designs to generate new ones.
The concept of borrowing and adapting existing content to create one’s own—what is often called the “remix culture” [18]—has

existed for some time, and has particular relevance in digital contexts. This notion has also been supported in CAD systems through
parametric design practices [7], in programming through software
versioning systems, and more recently, in Maker cultures through
online communities [24]. Computational support for combining
and modifying content has been limited to content that has a clearly
defined syntax (e.g. programming, 2D drafting), or form (e.g. images, 3D models). However, the design sketch, often seen as an
intentionally ambiguous representation of an idea, does not lend
itself readily to combination or modification.
Our goal in this paper is to explore the process of creating new
ideas by combining components of existing sketches of ideas. We
study the physical act of merging sketches of existing ideas, as well
as the cognitive aspects of changing the function and/or context
of these components to create new ideas. In a traditional paperbased design scenario, the merge operation may be performed by redrawing a new sketch that incorporates themes from source sketches,
or by physically cutting and pasting together the new sketch from
its source materials. The latter approach is adapted to digital scenarios using digital ‘cut’, ‘copy’, and ‘paste’ operations. Digital
settings thus do not require completely redrawing or physically destroying the source materials, and are thus significantly more timeand resource-efficient. Digital media also support the transformation
of sketch components through translation, rotation, and scaling.
Furthermore, few digital design tools provide support for merging
design elements from the source sketches to create entirely new
ideas and concepts. The support for efficient merging of sketch
components is more critical in collaborative design, where quick
access of visualized ideas from multiple sources is important. In this
paper, we remedy this gap by examining the physical and cognitive
aspects of selecting and merging parts of existing sketches. In the
same way that sketching, a physically expressed process, acts as
an extension for the designer’s memory, reducing their cognitive
load, we propose cognitive operations involved in merging sketches,
namely reuse, refactor, repurpose, and reinterpret, based on the
preservation or change of context and function.
We identified connections between the physical and cognitive
aspects of merging through a three-stage study. First, we conduct
an in-depth qualitative user study involving 19 designers combining
sequences of two pre-drawn source sketches into a single output
sketch. The study involved the divergent process in two forms. The
first was a context-preserving functional merge, where participants
were asked to combine the source sketches into an output sketch
that incorporated ideas from both. A context-changing exploratory
merge task required them to use elements from both source sketches
to create an output sketch with entirely new ideas. We compared
the qualitative performance for this merge operation in both phases
for paper as well as digital settings. We tested two digital selection
techniques: free-form selection where users could “cut” and use
parts of a sketch as they do with paper, and an object-selection
technique that used sketch clustering [39] to support the selection
of composite sketch elements. To better elicit the effect of these
differences from participants, we also asked them to perform one
merge task with paper using traditional cut/paste methods. Second,
we conducted crowdsourced evaluations to determine the originality,
and in the case of the context-changing tasks, the dissimilarity of the
merged sketches. In the third stage, we coded the merged sketches
to identify the cognitive operations used in each merge task.
We identified a significant correlation between originality and the
use of reinterpret operations (changing both context and function) in
merged sketches from exploratory merge tasks. However, negative
correlations were found between the use of reuse operations (preserving both context and function) and the originality and dissimilarity
scores. We also found that participants used reuse significantly
more during functional merges, and repurpose during exploratory
merges. Finally, participants who used the object select method had

significantly higher instances of repurpose operations. Our findings
establish a firm connection between our proposed cognitive operations and the context and outcome of creative tasks. Finally, while
the selection technique based on sketch clustering was not preferred
by the participants, their comments suggest that exploration of this
technique with different clustering metrics holds promise for aiding
creative design exploration.
2

BACKGROUND

Resolving and combining ideas, concepts, and content from multiple
designers is a canonical operation in any collaborative process involving the creation of new artifacts [28]. In this paper, we limit our
scope to creative design, where the goal is to generate and develop
ideas—for any area concerning the constructed world, including
products, visuals, and interfaces—and where the sketch is the primary medium of communication. In its basic form, a sketch is a
rapidly created freehand drawing intended for visually exploring
ideas [20, 34]. In this section, we review the literature on sketching
and perception, collaboration for design, and collaborative editing.
2.1

Inspiration vs. Fixation

Design is often seen as a search for solutions to a problem by drawing
analogies or inspiration from one’s surroundings [10]. Designers
often create new ideas by combining existing ones [2]. However,
inspiration is a double-edged-sword: pictorial sources of inspiration
often limit the designer’s thinking to the extent that they are unable
to think beyond a given example to reach a solution. This barrier,
termed “design fixation” [14], is a major barrier to creative output,
inhibiting the exploration of the design space [14]. There exist
several techniques to delay fixation and support creativity, such as
SCAMPER [22], a mnemonic of a set of techniques to abstract or
change ideas, or the abstraction of solutions to a general domain
before re-applying them [37], or collaboratively developing other’s
ideas rather than ones own [32, 35].
At the digital end, computational models have been proposed to
abstract design patterns from one domain and analogically transfer
them to another [9]. Another approach is the utilization of shape
grammars to suggest new or alternate abstract configurations to the
designer [23]. However, surpassing the domain-specific knowledge
and analogical thinking of the human designer is yet to be achieved.
Computational tools should enable the designer in the reinterpretation of structures and functions, allowing them to transform existing
ideas into new ones through the combination, modification, and
extension of existing ideas.
2.2

Visual Perceptions in Sketching

Sketches play an important role in externalizing ideas during early
design by providing a visual database of generated ideas that inspires
new ones [20]. In fact, sketches in particular have been shown
to be more effective than any other medium, including text and
cross-representational techniques, for the early phases of ideation
and creativity [21]. Sketches serve to inform the design process,
both for building on existing ideas as well as exploring new parts
of the solution space. The act of sketching is simultaneously a
physical and mental process, with the sketch not only serving as
an extension of the designer’s mind, but also a medium with which
to communicate, regroup, and reinterpret ideas [34]. Designers
have also been known to make unexpected discoveries in the act of
sketching when they interpret their own sketches in ways they had
not originally intended [17].
The idea of multiple perceptions of the same sketch is important
to creative support. Prats et al. [25] categorize the different levels of
shape transformations that occur when designers sketch, into general
rules with which to interpret the changes to a sketch. Just as the
act of sketching helps the designer think, the ability to manipulate
sketches, or parts of sketches can help the designer discover new
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ideas. Supporting visual regrouping of ideas using digital sketch
editors that incorporate Gestalt-like rules has been proposed earlier [30,31]. Using the sketching process itself to organize and group
strokes to cohesive units has also been proposed [39]. In this paper,
we will explore the selection and reorganization of sketch strokes
using conventional freeform and stroke-clustering based techniques
on a pen-and-touch interface to aid the designer in selecting and
transforming existing sketches to form new ideas.
Digital Support for Creativity

Pen and paper has long been the gold standard for sketching [3, 34],
but the emergence of high-quality pen-input devices is starting to
make the digital medium more attractive in a wide range of domains,
including automotive design [16], architecture [5], and software design [4]. Several studies have explored how to replicate the strengths
of paper—familiarity, precision, and accessibility—even on digital
devices [1,36] in order to harness the strengths of the digital medium,
such as persistence, replication, and composition. When suggesting
design guidelines for creating creativity support tools for sketching
and composition, the focus has been on supporting exploration [27],
especially the ability to move forward with an idea, backtrack, try
alternatives, and support the inclusion of multiple people and tools.
Given the prominence of sketches as a natural communication
medium for collaborative design, many digital creativity platforms
are centered on these artifacts. TEAM STORM [13] is a groupware
system for co-located sketching, where designers have both private
and group workspaces and mechanisms for exchanging artifacts
between them. IdeaVis [8] combines the strengths of both paper
and digital media using a hybrid workflow that incorporates both
high-resolution displays and Anoto pens for collaborative sketching.
GAMBIT [29] is a web-based system for sketching user interfaces in
co-located collaboration involving multiple devices and displays. Finally, skWiki [38] is a collaborative sketching platform that enables
collaborators to branch from any sketch.
While digital creativity platforms offer means to generate different alternatives to existing sketches, there needs to be a better
understanding of the various physical and cognitive processes that
are involved in merging sketches, instead of borrowing processes
from similar operations in coding and document editing. The goal
of this paper is to understand these processes and how they, through
digital sketching and merging tools, can support design exploration.
3

D ESIGN F RAMEWORK : M ERGING S KETCHES

We call the operation to combine two1 source sketches A and B into
a new resulting sketch C a merge (or “sketch merge”). To understand
1 We
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Figure 2: The two selection types considered for this study. Freeform
or area-based selection is seen in image editors and other graphical
applications. The object selection type is a stroke-based selection that
extends the initial selection of one stroke to include other temporally
clustered strokes. Figure 3 details the clustering mechanism.
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Figure 3: An illustration of the sketch history-based clustering technique for grouping strokes into objects, and the expansion of selection
by traversing to the parent nodes of a stroke (cluster) in the tree layout.

what happens in the sketch merge operation, we need to separate the
physical aspects of the process from its cognitive aspects. By physical aspects, we mean the parts of the operation that are expressed
externally by the designer: operations such as select, cut/copy, paste,
rearrange, and compose. By cognitive aspects, we mean the parts
of the operations that occur internally, in the designer’s mind. This
involves the designer’s internal representation of what the sketches
denote: the ideas expressed in the source sketches, or newer ideas
that are formed in the designer’s mind when parts of these source
sketches are isolated or combined. These two aspects of merging
are intricately connected: sketches are external representations of
the designer’s evolving thought process [12], and identifying these
aspects may help understand how they come together.
3.1 Physical Operations in Merging
The physical operations that come into play when merging sketches
can be categorized into two kinds of processes:
• Selection: This is the process by which a part or parts of source
sketches are selected.
• Transformation: Translating, rotating, and scaling the selected
parts to form the merged sketch.
3.1.1 Selection
At a physical level, selection involves identifying and demarcating
areas of interest from the source sketches. We identify two forms of
selection in the context of sketching:
• Freeform selection: Commonly known as “lasso select” in existing drawing and photo manipulation editors, this requires the
marking of a freeform shape depicting the area of interest, and
selecting everything that lies in this area.
• Object selection: While freeform selection is a natural choice for
most image-based media, sketches are also collections of strokes,
and it makes sense to have a selection mechanism that is aware of
this. This idea is not new: drafting applications allow the selection
and manipulation of lines or groups of lines, either directly, or by
chaining connected lines/curves. This allows selecting coherent
“objects” inferred in the sketch.
These two forms are shown in Figure 2. Note that sketches
consist of unorganized strokes and not discrete objects. Contrast this
with traditional vector editors, where illustrations are created using
geometric shapes and paths. To implement object selection, we
addressed the issue of stroke organization by using an agglomerative
stroke clustering method based on the time and order in which the
strokes were created [39]. The strokes in a sketch are thus combined
into clusters based on a proximity measure and temporal order,
and these clusters (a group of strokes) are further combined with
other strokes or clusters using the same approach. This recursively

3.1.2

Transformation

Once the designer has selected a visual element to transfer from one
of the source sketches to the resulting sketch, they may want to transform the element in the final result. Examples include changing the
location, size, or orientation of a selected element in the composition.
To accommodate this, the merge operation incorporates translation,
freeform scaling (with non-fixed aspect ratios), and rotation for each
individual element.
3.2

Cognitive Operations in Merging

In conceptual design, shapes represented in sketches are ambiguous, leading to multiple interpretations that support design exploration [15]. Such exploration can be used to delay fixation by abstracting a concept and re-representing it in a different domain [37],
or by the use of techniques such as SCAMPER [22] to change certain components, functions, or the domain of an existing concept.
These methods form the basis of the cognitive operations that we
introduce in this paper, that we categorize along two dimensions:
function and context. Function is the role a component plays in the
original or source sketch, whereas context is the domain in which
the component or its parent sketch exists. When a designer performs
a merge, components that go into the merged sketch can either have
the same or different function, and can exist in the same or different
context, as in the source sketch. Just as sketching is a physical expression of the designer’s thought process, we posit that the physical
acts of selection and transformation express the designer’s cognitive
processes of abstraction and re-representation. We identify four
cognitive operations that can occur when a sketch C is created by
merging elements from sketches A and B.
Reuse: The use of a component from A or B in C where both the
function and the context of this component in C is the same as in
the source sketch. Reuse is often seen when generating alternatives
for a design problem by choosing parts of existing design solutions.
This is illustrated in Figure 4 as the use of the tank tread on the undercarriage of the helicopter. The tread performs the same function
as it did for the tank. This can be seen as a representation of Goel’s
lateral transformation [11], where a sketch undergoes a modification
to one that is similar to, yet distinct from, its earlier version.
Refactor: In computer science, refactoring is the process of reorganizing a program’s internal structure without altering its external
behavior. We interpret the term here as the use of a component from
A or B such that it performs the same function in C as it did in the
source, but in a different context. This is illustrated in Figure 4 by
the use of the tank’s armored body as the fuselage of the helicopter.
It performs a similar function as it did earlier (protect and house
the occupants), but in this case, it is now in the context of aviation.
Refactoring can help in design space exploration by abstracting the
function represented by a part of the sketch.
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builds a tree-like structure (a dendrogram) representing the clustered
sketch (stroke) histories (as illustrated in Figure 3. Note that the
root cluster on this tree represents the entire sketch, while the leaves
represent individual strokes. Selecting a particular stroke allows us
to expand the selection using the cluster hierarchy (by moving to the
closest parent in the tree); by giving users control over this, they can
smoothly expand or shrink their selection.
This is just one automated clustering algorithm that can used
for this purpose; there are many other alternatives from the data
analytics domain including k-means and k-d trees. Our approach
uses agglomerative clustering as it creates a hierarchy of stroke
clusters, which is amenable to the process of “expanding” a stroke
selection. Overall, selecting a specific sketch part that conceptually
belongs together—such as a wheel on a car, a person in a room, or
a part in a schematic—becomes significantly more efficient than
freeform selection.

support
 cutting

reinterpret

Figure 4: The cognitive operations identified when merging two
sketches to create a new idea. “Reuse” operations use the merged
components in the same context and function as in the source
sketches. “Reinterpret” operations change both the context and functions of merged components are changed, and the merged idea is
very different from the sources. “Repurpose” and “Refactor” occupy
the remaining positions in the function-context matrix.

Repurpose: Here a component from sketches A or B is used in C
in a way that it occupies the same context or domain as the original
sketch, but performs a different function. This operation often uses
the form of a component of a sketch to replace a different component.
For example, in Figure 4, the outline of the tank tread is repurposed
to now play the role of the fuselage of the helicopter.
Reinterpret: Finally, reinterpretation is when an element from A
or B is used in the merged sketch C such that it performs a different
function in a different context from the source sketches. This operation could be particularly useful in design space exploration as it
creates results that are the most different from the source sketches.
In the example shown in Figure 4, components of the tank and the helicopter are completely reinterpreted to create a pair of scissors. Our
definition of reinterpretation is derived from Suwa et al.’s [33] perceptual reorganization, where regrouping parts of sketches provides
new interpretations.
3.3 Paper vs. Digital Media
In traditional design settings conducted using paper, merging two
source sketches often happens in many different ways. For instance,
the designer can combine ideas from source sketches by simply
drawing a new sketch from scratch. Other options include tracing
over parts of the source sketches, or cutting out copies of the source
sketches to create a collage-like merged sketch. Note that when
sketching on paper, transforming the selected parts of the sketch is
not trivial. Paper allows for only rotation and translation, but for
scale, it would need additional mechanisms such as pantographs
(for tracing a larger shape), or photocopiers (for creating a larger
sketch to cut out). The recreate from scratch option does allow for
all transformations, but is dependent on sketching skill.
Digital sketching platforms have both strengths and weaknesses
compared to traditional paper-based sketching [1, 38]; one of the
oft-cited strengths is the possibility to effortlessly reproduce a sketch
without consuming the original. We performed a study of such
merging operations under two different design situations, in order to
understand the physical and cognitive operations involved, and the
role of the medium in supporting these operations.
4 S TUDY M ETHODS
In the previous section, we outlined the physical and cognitive
operations of merging sketches, with possible implications on the
outcome. To understand how these operations affect the results, we
conducted our study in three stages:
1. User Study: We examined how designers merged two sketches
using a merging interface we created specifically for this study.

source sketches

The goal was to understand how designers use merging techniques under different design scenarios.
2. Evaluation of Sketches: We performed a crowdsourced survey
where respondents were shown a set of sketches created from the
same pair of source sketches by participants from (1). They were
asked to choose sketches that were (a) the most different from
the sources, and (b) represented the most original idea.
3. Coding of Cognitive Operations: We coded each merged
sketch to identify the number of unique occurrences of each
of the four cognitive operations.
4.1

User Study

The focus of this study was to understand divergent thinking under
two conditions: (1) a “functional” merge, where the source sketches
are possible solutions to the same design problem, and (2) an “exploratory” merge, where the source sketches are unrelated to each
other. In the case of the functional merge, the design task was to
generate a merged sketch that addresses the same design problem as
the source sketches, while in the case of the exploratory merge, the
design task was to generate a merged sketch that is completely different from the source sketches. These tasks represent the extremes
of design exploration: the functional merge focused the exploration
of alternatives to a specific domain, and exploratory merge removes
all constraints. They also serve as a check for our cognitive operations: functional merge should require more reuse operations, while
exploratory merge, more reinterpret operations.
4.1.1

Participants & Materials

We recruited 19 paid participants (4 female, 15 male), 16 of whom
were students of a senior course on toy design, while three were
graduate mechanical engineering design majors. With an age range
of 21 to 28 years, all had novice to intermediate level skill in sketching on paper. Seventeen were right-handed, and 13 were comfortable
using tablets and styli. All demographics were self-reported.
The digital parts of the experiment used a Samsung Galaxy Note
10.1 2014 edition tablet using the S-Pen™ with a < 1 mm tip. For
paper, we opted for the “cut and paste” among the options discussed
in Section 3.3, because it was practically feasible within the time
limits of the study. Source sketches were printed on different-colored
letter-size papers (8.5 × 11 in.), and participants were provided
with scissors, glue, and a blank sheet of white letter paper for the
merged sketch. The goal was to give participants a reference point
of merging practices, using the most common medium to assist them
when reflecting on the digital techniques.
4.1.2

Tasks

In the digital medium, participants used two selection techniques
(freeform and object) while performing two merge tasks (functional
and exploratory). We developed an Android application for each of
these techniques. The visual space on the Android device display
was divided into two main areas corresponding to the physical operations discussed earlier: a selection view where two source sketches
were displayed from which the participants could select elements,
and a transformation view where they could apply transformation
operations to the selected elements. Participants were free to orient
the tablet or paper to their comfort. Each merge operation outcome
was stored on the tablet before the participant moved on to the next
task. At the end of each task, the participants’ brief description of
their creation was recorded. The participants also conducted one
merge task (assigned randomly) on paper with the given materials.
In both the functional merge and exploratory merge tasks, participants performed tasks using two different merge techniques on
the tablet: freeform selection and object selection. All transformations discussed earlier were enabled, with standard tools for scaling,
translating, and rotating the selections.

controls for
freeform
select

transform/compose
area

controls

controls
for object
select

Figure 5: The interfaces of the applications used for the freeform
and object select methods. The two source sketches are placed in
juxtaposition to the “merge area”, where the selected sketch segments
can be placed, transformed, and composed for the merged sketch.

We used eight pairs of annotated sketches, created by two expert
designers, as the source sketches for these tasks. Four pairs were
used for the functional merge task, where each pair presented two
solutions to the same design problem. The remaining four pairs,
used in the exploratory merge task, presented sketches that addressed
different design problems. The source sketches were processed to
have similar visual appearance in terms of the stroke width, colors
used, and perspective of view to minimize the effects of sketch
quality on the merge outcome.
4.1.3

Experimental Design

We manipulated two factors in the experiment: Situation (S) represented the design task (functional or exploratory merge), and
Technique (T ) represented the selection method used (freeform or
object selection). We used a full-factorial within-subjects design,
with 2 situations (S), 2 techniques (T ), and 2 repetitions with different source sketches, for 19 participants, yielding 152 total trials (8
per participant, training excluded). This does not include the paper
task, which had only one trial. We counterbalanced the order of both
situation S and technique T to minimize learning effects.
We chose to not analyze medium (digital vs. paper) as a factor
because our aim was to identify and compare merge techniques used
in the digital medium. However, using a paper-based task expands
our understanding of the benefits of the digital merge techniques
compared to the paper-based merge, which is familiar to participants.
4.1.4

Procedure

The participants were introduced to the purpose of the study and
the data to be recorded. They completed a pre-survey on their
demographic data, design background, and their experience with
sketching on tablets. We then provided instructions for the first
stage of tasks (functional or exploratory merge) and gave them time
to practice the assigned selection technique and the transformation
operations. Training time ranged from 3 to 5 minutes per technique.
This was followed by a set of four merge tasks (for situation S)
with two merge techniques (T ). Participants were given 5 minutes
to complete each task. We determined this time limit through a discussion with the expert designers who created the original sketches;
the purpose was to pick a short duration amenable to quick ideation.
Prior to each task, the source sketches were briefly explained. The
participants were asked to infer more detail from the annotations and
ask questions if necessary. At the end of each task, the participants
were asked to explain the idea represented by the merged outcome.
After using each technique T , they also completed a survey about
their experience with the merge technique they used. A five-point
Likert scale was used to understand aspects such as ease and success
in selection/transformation, while open-ended questions explored
preferences of selection and transformation techniques. Participants
then repeated the process for the next situation S.

Finally, the paper-based merge task was explained to the participants, after which they were given five minutes to create the merged
paper sketch by cutting and pasting parts of the source sketches.
The administrator was present throughout the session to monitor the
tasks and provide any clarifications if needed. The sessions were
also video recorded. A typical study session lasted 70 minutes.
4.2 Crowdsourced Evaluation of Sketches
Keeping in mind our original goal of understanding the effect of the
selection technique on the final outcome of the merge, we evaluated
the participant-generated ideas on their originality. Additionally,
to determine the extent of how different the outcomes from the
exploratory merge tasks were from the source sketches, we also decided to evaluate the merged sketches on their dissimilarity from the
source. We therefore collected the merged sketches and performed a
crowdsourced online survey (voluntary) via university mailing lists.
A total of 167 sketches were obtained (4 lost trials), where each
of the 8 sets contained on average 21 merged sketches. Respondents
to the crowdsourced survey were asked eight questions concerned
the originality of the sketches merged from all 8 pairs of source
sketches. Four more questions concerned the dissimilarity from
source sketches of the outcomes from the exploratory merge tasks.
Each question had the same format: the two source sketches
were shown along with their descriptions, and 4 options were presented, along with descriptions of each merged sketch. For each
respondent, these 4 options were generated randomly from the pool
of 21 merged sketches (from each pair of source sketches). The
respondent was asked to select from the options, the most original
idea (for the first 8 questions), or the one most dissimilar from the
sources (for the remaining 4 questions). We showed only 4 choices,
instead of all 21, to make it easier for the respondent to choose.
With enough participants, the randomization would ensure that each
merged sketch received sufficient representation. The options shown
to each respondent and their choice were both recorded.
Respondents were also required to briefly explain the rationale
for their choice for each question in a text field provided. This
served as a means for eliminating spurious responses: if a rationale
was not provided, that response was removed from our evaluation.
A total of 175 initial respondents were thus pruned down to 120
people (60% female, 39% male, 1% unidentified), chiefly university
students and faculty (49% engineering, 19% information sciences,
8% education, and 23% from other fields). Not all participants
answered all questions. The valid responses ranged from 88 for the
most-answered question to 40 for the least-answered question. On
average, we received 53 responses per question. Since each question
was independent of the others, we could still consider each of the
valid responses. We calculated the following score for each sketch:
Mscore =

(#sel) − (#nsel)
(#sel) + (#nsel)

(1)

Here #sel is the number of times a particular sketch is selected by
the crowd, while #nsel is the number of times a particular sketch is
shown as an option, but not selected. This normalizes the score for
each sketch based on the number of times it appears as a choice.
4.3 Coding Cognitive Operations
As discussed in Section 3.2, we identified four cognitive operations that are possible when a component from a source sketch is
incorporated into the merged sketch: reuse, refactor, repurpose,
and reinterpret. We analyzed each merged sketch, and used the
corresponding participant descriptions to interpret the role of each
component used from the source sketches. Once the role was identified, we coded this element as an instance of one of the above
four cognitive operations. Each merged sketch could thus have at
least one instance of these four operations. We did this only for
unique roles: e.g., if a component was reused as a wheel 3 times,

it counted as only one instance of reuse. We recorded the number
and kind of each cognitive operation used in each merged sketch.
A sample of the coded sketches is shown in Figure 1. This coding
was conducted by three of the investigators of the experiment after
anonymizing the sketches, and obfuscating the crowdsourced results
from the sketches. Their inter-rater reliability was calculated to be
0.82 (Cronbach’s alpha test). A total of 560 operations (32.1% reuse,
31.1% refactor, 4.5% repurpose, 32.3% reinterpret) were identified
for 167 merged sketches.
5

R ESULTS

We first computed the difference in participants’ experience with the
selection techniques. To assess the impact of selection techniques
and cognitive operations on the outcome, we calculated correlations, (1) between the crowdsourced originality/dissimilarity sketch
scores and the selection methods (lasso/object), and (2) between the
crowdsourced scores and the number of cognitive operations in each
merged sketch.
5.1

Feedback on Selection Techniques

Participants’ feedback on the selection techniques did not follow a
normal distribution. We thus conducted a non-parametric Wilcoxon
signed rank test, which showed that for the functional merge tasks,
participants rated the freeform select technique as significantly easier
(Z = 3.69, p < .001) and more successful (Z = 2.95, p = .002)
than the object select technique. The test also showed that for
the exploratory merge tasks, participants considered the freeform
select technique significantly easier to use than the object select
technique (Z = 3.01, p = .002). However, participants did not rate
the freeform select technique as significantly more successful than
the object select technique (Z = 1.33, p = .19). A comparison with
paper was not performed as each participant used paper only once,
and for only one of the two merge tasks.
5.2

Correlations between Operations and Outcomes

We detail below the kinds of correlations calculated and obtained
between the merge situations (functional/exploratory), merge techniques (freeform/object), cognitive operations (reuse, refactor, repurpose, reinterpret), and the crowdsourced study scores for originality
and dissimilarity calculated using Eq. 1.
Originality & Cognitive Operations: For sketches generated
with functional merge, no significant correlation was found between the originality scores and the cognitive operations. For the
exploratory merge tasks, there was a significant negative correlation between originality and the number of reuse operations (Pearson’s r = −0.23, p = .033), and a significant positive correlation
between the originality score and the number of reinterpret operations (r = 0.28, p = .011).
Dissimilarity & Cognitive Operations: There was a significant negative correlation between dissimilarity scores of exploratory
merge sketches and the number of reuse operations (r = −0.53,
p < .001), and a significant positive correlation with the number of
reinterpret operations (r = 0.41, p < .001).
Merge Situation (S) & Cognitive Operations: To examine the
relationship between the four cognitive operations and the two merge
task conditions, we conducted a multivariate test. The results showed
that participants used significantly greater number of reuse operations (F(1, 157) = 4.28, p = .04, partial η 2 = 0.03) and repurpose
operations (F(1, 157) = 13.71, p < .001, partial η 2 = 0.08) in functional merge tasks than in exploratory merge tasks. The participants
used significantly more reinterpret operations for exploratory tasks
than function tasks (F(1, 157) = 46.69, p < .001, partial η 2 = 0.23).
Selection Technique (T ) & Cognitive Operations: To examine the relationship between the four cognitive operations and the
two selection techniques (freeform & object), we ran correlation
tests that showed significant correlation between selection methods

(freeform select, object select) and the repurpose operation (Kendall
τ = −0.17, p = 0.02). This suggests that participants who used the
cluster method are more likely to use repurpose. There were no
significant correlations between selection methods and the three
other cognitive operations.
6

D ISCUSSION

We discuss here the findings regarding cognitive and physical operations used during sketch merging, and their implications.
6.1

Cognitive Operations during Merge

We posited that reuse represented an exploration of design alternatives rather than of original ideas. This was confirmed by the
negative correlation between the number of reuse operations during
sketch merging, and the originality and dissimilarity ratings. However, this correlation was only observed for exploratory merge tasks,
and not during functional merge. This may be due to the nature of
the functional merge task: participants were constrained to stay in
the same context, i.e. to address the same problem as the source
sketches. The significantly higher numbers of reuse and repurpose
operations in functional merge tasks support this argument.
We also posited that the reinterpret operation represented a reorganization of the designer’s perception of the existing sketch [33]. This
was confirmed by the positive correlation between the dissimilarity
and originality scores and the number of reinterpret operations, and
by the significantly higher number of reinterpret operations in the
exploratory design task. While significant correlations were not
observed between the merge tasks and the refactor and repurpose
operations, a more nuanced selection of merge tasks designed to
elicit more varied instances of ‘lateral transformations’ [11] would
further explain the relevance of these tasks to design ideation.
6.2

in the sketch, the problems seemed to stem from the distance metric
for stroke clustering. This metric made it sensitive to the context
in which the sketch was created, but was not flexible enough to
accommodate the participants’ mental “chunking” of the strokes.
On the other hand, unpredictability sometimes led to serendipitous
discoveries, as a participant observed, “although sometime [sic]
the selection wasn’t your original idea, it may inspire you with
other ideas that would also work.” Further analysis with different
clustering techniques is needed to determine which approaches can
flexibly support the way designers mentally chunk parts of sketches.

Selection Techniques

Participants clearly preferred the freeform select techniques over
object select and paper-based techniques. One reason is because the
freeform selection technique is standard in most graphical editing
tools, and thus familiar to participants. However, 15 participants
reported that there were portions of the sketches they were unable
to avoid with freeform selection when they were trying to select
something else. One participant observed, “It was sometimes difficult
to exclude internal shapes; strange lasso patterns were necessary to
avoid them.” This is because freeform select interprets the sketch as
an image, not as a collection of strokes representing ideas expressed
over time. In most graphical editors, this issue is side-stepped by
using layers or selection filters.
The number of tasks on paper was not enough for a statistical
comparison, though doing this task at the end provided participants
perspective to reflect on the digital techniques. Participants liked the
paper-based selection technique more than object select, but were
less impressed with the irreversibility of this medium, stating “I did
destroy some parts getting to the pieces I wanted”, “I really wish I
could duplicate some of the parts like in the tablet version”, and “no
undo” as issues.
The object-based selection technique was the least preferred, and
participants cited issues with control and predictability using this
technique. Twelve participants found it difficult to select specific
parts of the sketches, and one participant reported: “I had no way
of knowing what would be selected next, so I spent most of the time
blindly adding and selecting new starting points to avoid what I
did not want.” However, some participants found it useful, stating,
“Sometimes the object select mode has better results. I can select the
contour of a sketch and avoid the things inside for once.”
Our intent with the object select technique was to explore an
alternative that would suit sketching applications by grouping strokes
into objects that could be interpreted, abstracted, and changed. While
this technique could potentially provide access to semantic structures

6.3

Design Implications

Existing tools for modification and merging, as stated earlier, typically do not differentiate between sketches and images. Drafting
technical drawing tools do a better job of approaching drawings as
collections of strokes and symbols, but are aided by the rigid syntactic elements of such drawings. The “thinking sketch” created by
the designer as a nonverbal accompaniment to their thought process
is very different from the “prescriptive sketch” of the draftsman [6].
We sought to understand how parts of the thinking sketch can be
abstracted and re-represented to support design exploration.
The object-based selection technique, though unpopular, opens
up possibilities for grouping strokes that might be amenable to abstraction. It is likely that a designer, when creating a thinking sketch,
sketches the rough idea first, and fills in details later. Appropriate
clustering metrics based on spatial and temporal proximity may help
separate the rough idea from the detail, something that may not be
possible through lasso selection or even manual grouping. On the
other hand, for reusing an idea in the same, or a related context,
simple lasso selection may suffice. There is thus a need for more
flexible means to cluster strokes, using different distance metrics,
allow the user to intervene and guide the clustering process, and
adapt to different design scenarios. This can begin with incorporating the ability to switch between object and freeform selection,
or incorporate a hybrid: use freeform selection to define an area
of interest, and use object selection to abstract out the ideas in this
area. Further work is needed on more open-ended studies using
combinations of distance metrics for clustering could hold the key
to an appropriate mechanism for selection and composition.
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L IMITATIONS

AND

F UTURE W ORK

This study is not intended to be an exhaustive exploration of the
design space of sketch-merging in creative design. We restricted
the scope of our work to stroke-based sketches as the only form of
design output. While the literature suggests such sketches as the
primary communication medium in collaborative design [21], there
are other media such as text, annotations, and scrapbooks where our
work cannot be applied. Additionally, the close interaction between
physical and cognitive operations complicates the understanding of
the merge process. However, we contribute empirically by revealing the affordances of different physical operations and patterns of
cognitive operations in different scenarios of sketch merging.
Our interaction design was guided by discussions with our professional design collaborators, and is not an attempt to reach an
optimal layout, visual representation, and workflow. As we mention
in our discussion on selection operations, the object-select technique has the potential to better tune selection operations to how
designers “chunk” sketches. Future research is need to explore a
more exhaustive study of clustering techniques to achieve a grouping
that mimics this chunking. For example, we are exploring hybrid
sketch summarization methods that attempt to combine both temporal and spatial clustering. Finally, because sketching is a meaningful
way for designers to engage in dialogue with their ideas, we intend
to study how selection and transformation operations suggest new
interpretations to the designer.

8 C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we studied the physical and cognitive operations involved in merging parts of existing sketches into a new sketch. In addition to the physical operations of selection and transformation, we
identified four cognitive operations: reuse, refactor, repurpose and
reinterpret that influence divergent thinking. We studied selection
operations through a freeform selection tool and an object-select tool
that uses a stroke-level aggregation method that combines strokes
based on their temporal order. To study the effects of these factors
on divergent thinking, we conducted a user study where participants
were given a set of design tasks that involved functional and exploratory merge tasks. We scored the merged sketches through a
crowdsourced survey, and coded each sketch with the cognitive operations used. Though the freeform selection technique was preferred
by participants, we also identified potential uses of object selection,
with an appropriate clustering metric. The scores from the survey
for sketches produced in exploratory merge tasks were negatively
correlated with the number of reuse operations, and positively correlated with the number of reinterpret operations. These results show
that these cognitive operations determine the extent of exploration
of the design space. We close with suggestions on further analyses
and outline implications of our findings for HCI in sketching.
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